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Abstract
We study the parallel complexity of a bounded size dictionary version (LRU deletion heuristic) of
the LZ2 compression algorithm. The unbounded version was shown to be P-complete. When the size of
the dictionary is Oðlogk nÞ, the problem of computing the LZ2 compression is shown to be hard for the
class of problems solvable simultaneously in polynomial time and Oðlogk nÞ space (that is, SCk). We
also introduce a variation of this heuristic that turns out to be an SCk-complete problem (the original
heuristic belongs to SCkþ1). In virtue of these results, we argue that there are no practical parallel
algorithms for LZ2 compression with LRU deletion heuristic or any other heuristic deleting dictionary
elements in a continuous way. For simpler heuristics (SWAP, RESTART, FREEZE), practical parallel
algorithms are given.
 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Textual substitution methods are among the most practical and eﬀective for lossless text
compression. Textual substitution replaces substrings in the text with pointers to copies, called
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targets, that are stored in a dictionary. The encoded string will be a sequence of pointers and
uncompressed characters. The static method is when the dictionary is known in advance (see
the book of Storer for references [18]). By contrast, with the dynamic method (often called
the ‘‘LZ2’’ method due to the work of Ziv and Lempel [20]) the dictionary may be con-
stantly changing as the data are processed. A special way to change dynamically is the
sliding dictionary method (often called the ‘‘LZ1’’ method due to the work of Lempel and
Ziv [13]), where the dictionary is a window that passes continuously from left to right over
the input.
In this paper, we consider the LZ2 method. The LZ2 algorithm learns substrings by reading
the input string from left to right with an incremental parsing procedure. The dictionary is
empty, initially. The procedure adds a new substring to the dictionary as soon as a preﬁx of
the still unparsed part of the string does not match a dictionary element and replaces the
preﬁx with a pair comprising a pointer to the dictionary and the last uncompressed character.
For example, the parsing of the string abababaaaaaa is a; b; ab; aba; aa; aaa and the coding
is 0a; 0b; 1b; 3a; 1a; 5a (the pointer value for the ﬁrst target in the dictionary is 1 and 0
represents the empty string). While parallel algorithms have been designed for compression
with sliding dictionaries [6], the problem of computing the LZ2 compression is P-complete
[7,8].
Several variations of the LZ2 algorithm have been designed (see the books of Storer [18,19]
and Bell et al. [1]). The main issue for implementation purposes is to bound the dictionary size.
A strategy that can achieve good compression ratio with small memory is the LRU deletion
heuristic that discards the least recently used dictionary element to make space for the new
substring.
We study the parallel complexity of the LRU deletion heuristic applied to the LZ2
compression algorithm. We argue that there is no practical parallel algorithm for this
strategy, even if the dictionary size is constant. Such claim exploits a hardness result given in
Section 4. When the size of the dictionary is Oðlogk nÞ, the strategy is shown to be log-space
hard for the class of problems solvable simultaneously in polynomial time and Oðlogk nÞ
space (that is, SCk). Since its sequential complexity is polynomial in time and
Oðlogk n log log nÞ in space, the problem belongs to SCkþ1. As far as we know this is the
second problem in SCkþ1 that is shown to be hard for SCk. In [9] such kind of result was
attained for the multilist layering problem. Moreover, we introduce a variation of this
heuristic that turns out to be SCk-complete. We remark that in our problem the presence of
the polylogarithmic bound in the instance is intrinsic to its deﬁnition (the LRU deletion
heuristic does not make sense without a bound). Therefore, the problem might be considered
somewhat natural even if the word ‘‘natural’’ should preclude having ‘‘logk n’’ in the state-
ment of the problem [5].
We also give parallel algorithms working with a dictionary of size j either in Oðlog nÞ
time with 2Oðj log jÞn processors or in 2Oðj log jÞ log n time with OðnÞ processors. Due to the
need of a large bound for the size of the dictionary and in virtue of the hardness result we
argue that there are no practical parallel algorithms for LZ2 compression with LRU deletion
heuristic or any other heuristic deleting dictionary elements in a continuous way, unless
SC  NC. For simpler heuristics (SWAP, RESTART, FREEZE), practical parallel algo-
rithms are given.
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2. Relating SCk-hardness to NC algorithms
First, we introduce the basic deﬁnitions that we need to show our results. We deﬁne a
circuit C as a labeled, acyclic, directed graph with maximum indegree 2. Nodes with indegree
0 are labeled as inputs. The other nodes are labeled by one of the boolean functions OR,
AND, or NOT. The nodes of outdegree 0 are the outputs. The depth of a circuit C is the
length of the longest path in C. A circuit is synchronous if its gates can be divided into levels
such that all inputs to the gates at level ‘ either are input gates or are from gates at level
‘ 1. The width of a synchronous circuit is the maximum of the number of gates at any level.
SC is the class of languages that can be recognized in sequential polynomial time and poly-
logarithmic space [3,4]. More precisely, SCk ¼ DTIME–SPACEðnOð1Þ; logk n) and SC ¼ Sk SCk.
From Pippenger [15], we have a characterization of SCk as the class of languages recognizable by
synchronous circuits of polynomial size and width Oðlogk nÞ. NC, the set of languages that can be
recognized in polylogarithmic time with a polynomial number of processors [15], is a more
popular class that can be viewed in some sense symmetric to SC [10]. Pippenger also gives a
characterization of NC as the set of languages recognizable by circuits of polynomial size and
polylogarithmic depth.
Turing machine time and circuit size are polynomially related [16], as are Turing machine
space and circuit depth [2]. One might suspect that these two relations should hold simul-
taneously (SC¼NC), but it is observed in Cook [4], Dymond and Cook [10], Johnson [12]
that when resource bounds must be satisﬁed simultaneously, this can substantially change
their eﬀects and one might conjecture that SC and NC are incomparable. Candidates in
NC–SC and SC–NC are given in Cook [3] and Ruzzo [17]. Recently, Dessmark et al. [9]
showed that the multilist layering problem is P-complete (see [11]) and the bounded version
with Oðlogk nÞ lists belongs to SCkþ1 and is log-space hard for SCk (SCk-hard). It follows
that this problem can be seen as a candidate in SC–NC. When the number of lists is
constant, say c, they give an NC algorithm with OðncÞ processors. We want to point out
that c ﬁgures as an exponent in the parallel complexity of the problem. This is not by
accident. If we believe that SC is not included in NC, then the SCk-hardness of the problem
when c is Oðlogk nÞ implies the exponentiation of some increasing and diverging function of
c. In fact, without such exponentiation either in the number of processors or in the parallel
running time, the problem would be SCk-hard and in NC when c is Oðlogk nÞ. Hence, it
might be that practical NC algorithms do not exist for large values of c which occur in real
life applications. Observe that the P-completeness of the problem that holds when c is su-
perpolylogarithmic does not suﬃce to infer this exponentiation since c can ﬁgure as multi-
plicative factor of the time function.
As in P-completeness theory, we can deﬁne an algorithm A to be hard (complete) for SCk if the
problem of computing the output of A is hard (complete) for SCk. In Section 4, we show that the
LZ2 parsing algorithm with LRU deletion heuristic on a dictionary of size Oðlogk nÞ is hard for
SCk and belongs to SCkþ1. Moreover, we give an NC algorithm for dictionaries of constant size j
requiring Oðlog nÞ time and 2Oðj log jÞn processors. Since a dictionary has to be ﬁlled up with at
least thousands of elements to achieve good compression, the algorithm has no practical value
and in virtue of the SCk-hardness result we think that practical parallel algorithms are unlikely for
LZ2 compression with LRU deletion heuristic. In the same section, the SCk-completeness of a
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relaxed version of LRU is presented. Practical parallel algorithms for simpler heuristics are de-
scribed in the next section.
3. Practical parallel algorithms
Simple choices for the deletion heuristic include
• FREEZE: once the dictionary is full, freeze it and do not allow any further entries to be added.
• RESTART: stop adding further entries when the dictionary is full; when the compression ratio
starts deteriorating clear the dictionary and learn new strings.
• SWAP: when the primary dictionary ﬁrst becomes full, start an auxiliary dictionary, but con-
tinue compression based on the primary dictionary; when the auxiliary dictionary becomes full,
clear the primary dictionary and reverse their roles.
A trie is a rooted tree where each edge is labeled with a character of a ﬁnite alphabet. Given an
alphabet R and a dictionary D of strings drawn over R, a trie T stores D if for each string s in D
there is node v in T such that s is equal to the sequence of labels in the path from the root to v. The
set of strings in the dictionary is represented by nodes of the trie. The root represents the empty
string. The LZ2 algorithm can be implemented eﬃciently by storing the dictionary in a trie data
structure. At each step, we ﬁnd the longest match in the dictionary as a path from the root to a
leaf and update the dictionary by adding a new leaf to the trie.
Theorem 3.1. The LZ2 algorithm with FREEZE deletion heuristic on a dictionary of size k can be
performed in Oðkmþ log nÞ time with OðnÞ processors on an EREW PRAM, where n is the length of
the input string and m is the maximum match length.
Proof. The LZ2 algorithm with FREEZE deletion heuristic can be implemented in parallel in the
following way:
• Run the LZ2 algorithm on the input string until the dictionary is ﬁlled;
• Let i be the position where the suﬃx still to parse starts;
• In parallel for i6 j6 n compute the longest match in j;
• Link position j to the position next to the end of the match computed in position j. If the match
ends the string, link j to nþ 1;
• Compute the path from position i to nþ 1.
One processor ﬁlls up the dictionary in OðkmÞ time, by storing the dictionary in a trie. Then,
the longest match for each position of the remaining suﬃx is computed in parallel with OðnÞ
processors in OðmÞ time. By linking position i to the position next to the end of the match
computed in position i, we obtain a tree rooted in position nþ 1 (indicating the end of the
string). Then, we need to ﬁnd the path from the leaf representing position i to the root in
order to have the parsing. A procedure to compute a path from a leaf to the root of a tree is
given in Olariu et al. [14], requiring Oðlog nÞ time and OðnÞ processors on an EREW PRAM.

Theorem 3.2. The LZ2 algorithm with RESTART deletion heuristic can be performed in
Oðkmþ log nÞ time with Oðn2Þ processors on an EREW PRAM.
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Proof. The LZ2 algorithm with RESTART deletion heuristic can be implemented in parallel in the
following way:
• Associate to each position i of the string a dictionary Di, initially empty;
• In parallel for each position 16 i6 n, run the LZ2 algorithm starting from position i and using
dictionary Di until Di is ﬁlled;
• Let ji be the last position read by the LZ2 algorithm at the end of its run from position
i;
• In parallel for each position 16 i6 n, compute the parsing from ji þ 1 to n using Di and check
for the position ri where the compression ratio starts deteriorating;
• Link position i to position ri and compute the path from 1 to nþ 1 (which gives the blocks pro-
viding the parsing of the string).
Starting from each position, one processor ﬁlls up a dictionary in OðkmÞ time. Then, for each
dictionary OðnÞ processors compute the parsing on the corresponding remaining suﬃx in
Oðmþ log nÞ time as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and check where the compression ratio
starts deteriorating. Finally, we build a tree by linking position i to the one where the dic-
tionary computed from i is cleared out and compute the path from 1 to nþ 1 whose nodes
represent the restarting points. The parsing of the string is given by the parsings computed in
parallel on the blocks provided by the path. It follows that the LZ2 algorithm with RE-
START deletion heuristic can be performed in Oðkmþ log nÞ time with Oðn2Þ processors on an
EREW PRAM. 
For the RESTART heuristic the number of processors is quadratic. It becomes linear if the
dictionary is cleared as soon as it becomes full.
Theorem 3.3. The LZ2 algorithm with SWAP deletion heuristic can be performed in Oðkmþ log nÞ
time with OðnÞ processors on an EREW PRAM.
Proof. The LZ2 algorithm with SWAP deletion heuristic can be implemented in parallel in the
following way:
• Associate to each position i of the string a dictionary Di, initially empty;
• In parallel for each position 16 i6 n, run the LZ2 algorithm starting from position i and using
dictionary Di until Di is ﬁlled;
• Let ji be the last position read by the LZ2 algorithm at the end of its run from position i;
• Link position i to position ji þ 1 and compute the path from 1 to nþ 1;
• In parallel parse each block provided by the path with the dictionary computed in the previous
block.
Starting from each position, one processor ﬁlls up a dictionary in OðkmÞ time. Then, the blocks
are computed as in the version of RESTART using a linear number of processors. Then, the
parsing is recomputed on each block with the dictionary of the previous block in Oðkmþ log nÞ
time with OðnÞ processors on an EREW PRAM. 
The SWAP and RESTART heuristics can be viewed as discrete versions of LRU. In fact, the
dictionaries depend only on small segments of the input string and this is what makes possible a
practical parallel algorithm.
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4. The parallel complexity of the LRU heuristic
We showed in the Introduction how the LZ2 algorithm parses the example string
abababaaaaaa. If we bound the dictionary size with 3, at the fourth algorithmic step a; b; ab is
the partial parsing, 0a; 0b; 1b is the partial coding, and the dictionary is ﬁlled up with the three
elements a; b; ab. The LRU deletion heuristic deﬁnes a string as ‘‘used’’ if it is a match or a preﬁx
of a match and replaces the least recently used leaf of the trie representing the dictionary with the
new element. The pointer to the element which is removed becomes the pointer to the new ele-
ment. Hence at the fourth step, ﬁrst b is discarded and then aba is added and coded as 3a. Finally,
aba is replaced with aa, coded as 1a, and ab with aaa, coded as 2a.
Theorem 4.1. The LZ2 algorithm with LRU deletion heuristic on a dictionary of size Oðlogk nÞ can
be performed in polynomial time and space Oðlogk n log log nÞ.
Proof. The trie may take Oðlogk nÞ space by using an array implementation since the number of
children for each node is bounded by the alphabet cardinality. The log log n factor is required to
store the information needed for the LRU deletion heuristic since each node must have a diﬀerent
age which is an integer value between 0 and the dictionary size. 
Obviously, the statement of Theorem 4.1 could refer just to the LZ2 parsing algorithm with
LRU deletion heuristic. In the next theorem, we prove the SCk-hardness of computing such
parsing. First, we give a formal deﬁnition of an SCk-hard (complete) algorithm.
With the output of an algorithm D (denoted DðÞ), we can associate the language
LD ¼ fðx; i; aÞ: the ith symbol of DðxÞ is ag:
An algorithm D is SCk-hard (complete) if the language LD is SC
k-hard (complete). Clearly, the
language LD is in NC if and only if the algorithm D can be performed in NC.
In the next theorem, we give the SCk-hardness result. The proof is quite involved. For the sake
of the reader, we advise to look ﬁrst at the P-completeness proof for the unbounded case [7,8].
Theorem 4.2. Let dðnÞ be a function such that dðnÞ 2 Xðlogk nÞ. The LZ2 parsing algorithm with
LRU deletion heuristic on a dictionary of size dðnÞ for input strings of length n over an alphabet of
cardinality 8 is hard for SCk.
Proof. We show the SCk-hardness of the following problem:
Instance. Two strings Z, T drawn from an alphabet A with jAj ¼ 8, and an integer D6 dðjZjÞ.
Question. Is T one of the last three phrases of the parsing of Z by the LZ2 algorithm with the
LRU deletion heuristic on a dictionary of size D?
Clearly, this problem would be in NC if the LZ2 algorithm with LRU deletion heuristic on a
dictionary of size bounded by dðnÞ could be performed in NC. To prove that it is SCk-hard we
show a reduction from the following circuit value problem: given a synchronous circuit, whose
gates c1    cn are ordered by level, with width Oðlogk nÞ, and values for its inputs, what is the value
of its output? Without loss of generality, we assume that the circuit satisﬁes the following
properties:
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1. Each ci is either an INPUT gate with value 0 or 1, a NOT gate, or an OR gate.
2. A NOT gate does not receive input from another NOT gate.
3. Each INPUT gate has fan-out 6 1 and has level ‘ 1 if there is a gate receiving the input at
level ‘.
4. The output gate is the last gate and it is an OR.
5. The gate at the end of each level, but the last one, is not an OR (by adding a disconnected input
gate, that we call dummy, at the end of a level).
6. For a suitable integer w, each level has exactly w gates (by adding an appropriate number of
dummy gates at the beginning of each level).
7. The number of levels is a multiple of six (by adding initial levels of dummy gates).
Let the alphabet A be fa; b; c; d; e; f ; g; hg. We reduce the circuit to a string Z ¼ ahY1X1 . . . YnXn,
where Yi and Xi are strings associated to gate ci. We will show that the dictionary becomes full
when the parsing associated with the ﬁrst triple of levels is computed. A gate cj outputs a 1 if and
only if a given substring Uj of Xj is parsed. If ci receives an input from cj, Xi contains Uj as a
substring and to simulate the circuit it is necessary to have the substrings parsed in Xj in the
dictionary when Xi is parsed. We will see that this requires that the size of the dictionary be large
enough to include the parsed substrings associated to a triple of levels in the circuit.
Let ‘ðiÞ be the relative position of ci w.r.t. its level. Clearly, 16 ‘ðiÞ6w. First of all, we in-
troduce the string cUi to deﬁne Ui. Let
cUi ¼
b2‘ðiÞa if ci belongs to the first level of a six-tuple
c2‘ðiÞa if ci belongs to the second level of a six-tuple
d2‘ðiÞa if ci belongs to the third level of a six-tuple
e2‘ðiÞa if ci belongs to the fourth level of a six-tuple
f 2‘ðiÞa if ci belongs to the fifth level of a six-tuple
g2‘ðiÞa if ci belongs to the sixth level of a six-tuple
8>>>><
>>>>:
and
Ui ¼
cUi if ci is an INPUT gate or an OR gate
hcUi if ci is a NOT gate:

LetcUi 0 be the longest proper preﬁx ofcUi 00. Also, letcUi 0 be the longest proper preﬁx ofcUi 0. Then,
Yi ¼ acUi 00cUi 00acUi 0acUi 00acUi 0hcUi 00hcUi 0:
We need some notations to deﬁne Xi. Let iðjÞ be the number of gates ck, k6 i, receiving input
from cj. Let mðiÞ be the number of INPUT or NOT gates cj that belong to the same level of ci and
j6 i. Moreover, for any INPUT or NOT gate ci deﬁne
Mi ¼
babmðiÞ if ci belongs to the first level of a six-tuple
cacmðiÞ if ci belongs to the second level of a six-tuple
dadmðiÞ if ci belongs to the third level of a six-tuple
eaemðiÞ if ci belongs to the fourth level of a six-tuple
faf mðiÞ if ci belongs to the fifth level of a six-tuple
gagmðiÞ if ci belongs to the sixth level of a six-tuple:
8>>>><
>>>>:
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Then,
Xi ¼
MiMiaMiaaUi if ci is an INPUT gate with value 1
MiMiaMiaahUi if ci is an INPUT gate with value 0
MiMiaUjhiðjÞ1Ui if ci is a NOT gate with input from cj
UjhiðjÞUiUkhiðkÞUi if ci is an OR gate with inputs from cj and ck:
8><
>:
Notice that Yi, diﬀerently from Xi, depends only on the index i. We prove that T ¼ g2wa is one of
the last three phrases of the parsing of Z if and only if the output of the circuit is 1.
First we describe the parsing. Later we prove that actually it is the parsing produced by the LZ2
algorithm with LRU if the dictionary size is 33wþ 2. We want to point out that the strings Mi
were introduced so that the parsing of each Xi comprises four phrases, as it will be shown later. We
will show also that the parsing of each Yi comprises ﬁve phrases, so the number of phrases of the
parsing of YiXi is 11 for each gate ci. Since the ﬁrst two phrases of the parsing are a and h, the
parsing of the string associated with the ﬁrst three levels does not involve the LRU deletion
heuristic and it can be veriﬁed that the parsing below is the one given by the LZ2 algorithm.
The ﬁrst character of Xi always starts a phrase of the parsing. Also, the ﬁrst character of Yi
starts or ends a phrase. It ends a phrase if and only if ci1 is an OR with two zeros or two ones as
input and the phrase which is ended by the ﬁrst character of Yi is an extension of Ui1 or hUi1. We
will see, in fact, that since the two occurrences of Ui1 in Xi1 are related to the two inputs of the
OR gate ci1, if their input values are the same Ui1 or hUi1 is parsed oﬀ at the ﬁrst occurrence
and extended by the ﬁrst character of Yi at the second one. In both cases the strings cUi 0 and hcUi 0
are phrases of the parsing of Yi. In fact, the parsing of Yi observes the following rules:
Yi !    a; cUi 00; cUi 00a; cUi 0; acUi 00; acUi 0; hcUi 00; hcUi 0
acUi 00; cUi 00; acUi 0; acUi 00a; cUi 0; hcUi 00; hcUi 0

depending on whether ci1 is an OR with two zeros or two ones as input (upper line) or not (lower
line). The phrases of the parsing of Yiþ1 are extensions of phrases of the parsing of Yi. In fact,cUi 0 is
the longest proper preﬁx of dUiþ1 00. As we will see, some phrases of the parsing of Xi are extensions
of the ones of Yi but they are not extended in the parsing of Yiþ1.
Now we give the parsing of Xi. The parsing depends on the type of gate and on the inputs it
receives. We distinguish the several cases. If ci is an INPUT gate then
Xi ! Mi; Mia; Miaa; Ui if the value is 1Mi; Mia; Miaa; hUi if the value is 0:

If ci is a NOT gate with input from cj then
Xi ! Mi; Mia; Ujh
iðjÞ; cUi if the value of the input is 1
Mi; Mia; UjhiðjÞ1; Ui if the value of the input is 0:

Notice that, since ci is a NOT gate, Ui ¼ hcUi .
If ci is an OR gate with inputs from cj and ck then
Xi !
UjhiðjÞ1; hUi; UkhiðkÞ1h; Ui if the inputs are 0 and 1
UjhiðjÞ1h; Ui; UkhiðkÞ1; hUi if the inputs are 1 and 0
UjhiðjÞ1; hUi; UkhiðkÞ1; hUia if the inputs are 0 and 0
UjhiðjÞ1h; Ui; UkhiðkÞ1h; Uia if the inputs are 1 and 1:
8><
>:
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In the last two cases, the character a which ends the fourth phrase of the parsing of Xi belongs
actually to Yiþ1.
Since we assumed that the OUTPUT gate cn is an OR, it follows that if the parsing of Z is as
described then T is one of the last three phrases of the parsing if and only if the circuit outputs 1.
We prove that the parsing described above is the one produced by the LZ2 algorithm with LRU
on the string Z if the dictionary size D is equal to 33wþ 2. To guarantee that 33wþ 26 a logk jZj,
where a > 0 is a constant such that, for every n, dðnÞP a logk n, we add dummy gates having the
ﬁrst positions in the order of the circuit gates.
We prove by induction on the level that at the end of the parsing at level ‘ all the phrases from
level ‘ 5 down to 1 are not in the dictionary (but a and h), the parsing associated with ‘ is the
one described above, and the phrases of such parsing are in the dictionary. We have seen that this
is true for level ‘6 3. Consider level ‘þ 1, with ‘P 3.
Given the trie storing the dictionary at the end of the parsing at level ‘, the ancestor subtree
associated with ‘ is the one induced by the nodes representing the phrases created at that level and
their ancestors. By induction hypothesis, we have that:
• The phrases of the parsing associated with a level are extensions by one character of phrases of
the parsing of either the previous or the same level and the number of such phrases is exactly
11w.
• The phrases of the parsing from level ‘ 5 down to 1 are not in the dictionary at the end of the
one at level ‘.
Then, the parsing at level ‘þ 1 is the one described above if we prove that there are at least 11w
nodes which are not included in the ancestor subtree associated with level ‘, since these nodes
represent older phrases than the ones at level ‘ and ‘þ 1 and are removed earlier by the LRU
heuristic. Therefore, the phrases of the parsing associated with level ‘ and ‘þ 1 would not be
deleted when we parse at level ‘þ 1. To prove this, we compute an upper bound to the number of
nodes of the ancestor subtree. The upper bound is given by the 11w phrases at level ‘ plus all the
phrases at any previous level that might belong to the ancestor subtree. For each YiXi at level
‘ 1, such phrases are either hcUi 00, hcUi 0, and Ui if ci is a NOT orcUi 00,cUi 0, and Ui otherwise. From
level ‘ 2 down to 1, a and h are the only phrases in the ancestor subtree. Therefore, the upper
bound is 14wþ 2. Since the dictionary size is 33wþ 2, a lower bound to the number of nodes not
in the ancestor subtree is 19w.
To complete the proof we have to show that at the end of the parsing at level ‘þ 1, all the
phrases at ‘ 4 are not in the dictionary. Observe that the ancestor subtrees associated with levels
from ‘ 2 to ‘þ 1 do not store phrases at level ‘ 4. The phrases at level ‘ 3 which are ex-
tensions of phrases at level ‘ 4 are deleted from the dictionary by the end of the parsing at level ‘
since from level ‘ 2 to ‘ exactly 33w phrases are created and such phrases at level ‘ 3 are not
extended at level ‘ 2. Therefore, the remaining phrases at level ‘ 4 are the least recently used
leaves in the dictionary trie when we start the parsing at level ‘þ 1 and are not extended during
the parsing at level ‘þ 1. It follows that all the phrases at ‘ 4 are not in the dictionary at the end
of the parsing at level ‘þ 1. 
We present, now, a relaxed version of LRU that is more sophisticated than SWAP since it
removes elements in a continuous way as the original LRU but relaxes on the choice of the el-
ement. This relaxation makes the problem complete for SCk when the dictionary size is Oðlogk nÞ.
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The relaxed version (RLRU) of the LRU heuristic is:
RLRU: When the dictionary is not full, label the ith element added to the dictionary with the integer di  g=ke, where k is
the dictionary size and g < k is the maximum number of distinct labels allowed. At the generic ith step, when the dic-
tionary is full, remove one of the leaves with the smallest label in the trie storing the dictionary and add the new leaf. Let
k be the greatest label among all the dictionary elements. Label the new leaf with k if di  g=ke ¼ dði 1Þg=ke. If
di  g=ke > dði 1Þg=ke, label the leaf with kþ 1 and if kþ 1 > g decrease by 1 all the labels greater or equal to 2.
Observe that the only case in which k is smaller than g is when the dictionary is the set
faj : 16 j6 kg, where a is a given character of the alphabet (in such case k might be equal to
g  1).
Theorem 4.3. Let dðnÞ be a function such that dðnÞ 2 Hðlogk nÞ. The LZ2 parsing algorithm with
RLRU deletion heuristic and g ¼ 6 on a dictionary of size dðnÞ for input strings of length n over an
alphabet of cardinality 8 is complete for SCk.
Proof. The decisional problem associated with the algorithm is formulated analogously to the one
in the previous proof and belongs to SCk since the number of distinct labels used in the heuristic is
constant. We modify slightly the reduction from the circuit value problem in the proof of The-
orem 4.2. Given a circuit c1    cn under the same assumptions we stated in that proof, we reduce it
to a string
Z ¼ ahh2h3h4h5h6h7h8h9h10Y1X1 . . . YnXn;
where the deﬁnitions of Yi and Xi are the ones given in the previous proof. By adding dummy gates
to the circuit, we can also assume that the width w is equal to an even number and each level of the
circuit has w gates but the ﬁrst level of the circuit which has w 1 gates. Also, we set the dic-
tionary size equal to 33w and g ¼ 6. Observe that the ﬁrst 11 phrases of the parsing of Z are
a; h; h2; h3; h4; h5; h6; h7; h8; h9; h10. Afterwards, the parsing related to the ﬁrst three levels of the
circuit is the same as the one given in the proof of the previous theorem. At the end of the third
level the dictionary is full since the 11 phrases at the beginning compensate the fact that the ﬁrst
level has w 1 gates.
Again, we prove by induction on the level that at the end of the parsing at level ‘ all the phrases
from level ‘ 5 down to 1 are not in the dictionary (but a and h), that the parsing associated with
‘ is the one described in the proof of the previous theorem, and the phrases of such parsing are in
the dictionary.
We have seen that this is true for level ‘6 3. Consider level ‘þ 1, with ‘P 3.
At the end of the parsing at level ‘, the phrases of such parsing have labels 5 and 6 since 33w is
divisible by 6 and at each level 11w phrases were added to the dictionary by induction hypothesis.
Furthermore, the number of phrases with label 5 equals the number of phrases with label 6, that
is, 11w=2. Observe that there cannot be more than 11w=2 elements with the same label, if the label
is greater than or equal to two. We know from the proof of the previous theorem that there are at
least 19w nodes which are not in the ancestor subtree associated with ‘. Then, the parsing at level
‘þ 1 is the one described above since there are at least 11w nodes which are not included in the
ancestor subtree associated with level ‘ which represent older phrases than the ones at level ‘ and
‘þ 1 and are removed earlier by the LRU heuristic. Therefore, the phrases of the parsing asso-
ciated with level ‘ and ‘þ 1 are not deleted when we parse at level ‘þ 1. To show that at the end
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of the parsing at level ‘þ 1, all the phrases at ‘ 4 are not in the dictionary the same arguments
of the proof of Theorem 4.2 hold. 
In the next theorems, we give parallel algorithms for LRU and RLRU.
Theorem 4.4. The LZ2 algorithm with LRU deletion heuristic on a dictionary of constant size j can
be performed in parallel either in Oðlog nÞ time with 2Oðj log jÞn processors or in 2Oðj log jÞ log n time
with OðnÞ processors.
Proof. The number of all the possible dictionaries with pointers to its elements and the as-
sociated information needed for the LRU deletion heuristic is 2Oðj log jÞ. For each of these
dictionaries the greedy match is computed on each position of the input string. Link the pair
ðp;DÞ, where p is a position of the string and D is one of the dictionaries, to the pair
ðp þ ‘þ 1;D0Þ where ‘ is the length of the match relative to ðp;DÞ and D0 is the updating of D.
If the match is at the end of the string the pair links to a special node v. The parsing and the
sequence of pointers is given by the path from ð1; ;Þ to v which can be computed by pointer
jumping. 
Theorem 4.5. The LZ2 algorithm with RLRU deletion heuristic on a dictionary of constant size j
can be performed in parallel either in Oðlog nÞ time with 2OðjÞn processors or in 2OðjÞ log n time with
OðnÞ processors.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
5. Conclusions
The SCk-completeness result of RLRU suggests that relaxations of LRU that keep re-
moving elements from the dictionary in a continuous way do not have practical parallel al-
gorithms.
As we mentioned earlier, the multilist layering problem was the ﬁrst problem in SCkþ1 to be
shown hard for SCk. We could not ﬁnd any reasonable variation on this problem that would make
it SCk-complete.
An open problem is whether producing the sequence of pointers output by the LZ2 al-
gorithm with LRU deletion heuristic is hard for SCk. In fact, it is not known how to compute
in NC such a sequence of pointers, given the corresponding LZ2 parsing with LRU of the
input string.
In conclusion we want to point out the two relevant aspects of proving the SCk-hardness of a
problem (if we believe SC 6 NC). First, this gives evidence for problems not proved to be P-hard
that are not in NC. Moreover if the SCk-hardness of the problem depends on the polylogarithmic
value of a parameter c in the instance, its parallel complexity must present an exponentiation of
some increasing and diverging function of c either in the number of processors or in the parallel
running time. As mentioned in Section 2, this last implication cannot follow from a more tra-
ditional P-hardness result.
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